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“The Torii Developer Community is a huge asset for Torii customers, and you don’t 
actually have to be a developer to take advantage of it.  For smaller IT Teams in 
particular, the Developer Community is incredibly beneficial in reducing common 
pain points by providing documentation, resources, and support to help you 
through the development process. Basically, you don’t have to go it alone.”

Nathan Vergin

Director of IT, AkitaBox

The SaaS Management Platform for Builders

The Future of SaaS 
Management,  
Co-Built by You
No buzzwords here. Torii is the only SMP that 
offers the capabilities of a true platform
 Build atop of Torii’s AP
 Seamlessly connect external system
 Collaborate with other developer
 Share new innovations  

The only open SaaS management platform that’s actually a platform

Innovate With Torii’s  
Developer Community
Never be limited by your SMP’s features again. 
Augment Torii to address any SaaS challenge 
you can imagin
 Build new functionalitie
 Gain access to guides, code samples, 

documentation, & Torii’s API explore
 Share new innovation
 Collaborate with other developers

Leverage Torii’s 
Open API
Innovate On Your Terms. Don’t wait—create 
your own features, applications, and 
integrations effortlessly with Torii’s open API. 
Creativity, unlocked.

Explore Torii’s 
Plugin Marketplace
Integrate key data from core systems for 
better visibility into security, finance, and more. 
Get real-time insights from external systems 
thanks to embedded widgets and build 
nuanced workflows based on that data. 
Extendibility, unleashed.

Plugins Search 
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Torii empowers IT pros to solve modern SaaS challenges at their source—from Shadow IT to wasted spend and 
inefficient processes. Unlike other tools, IT pros rely on Torii to manage their entire SaaS ecosystem, discovering 
every SaaS app, optimizing SaaS investments, and automating SaaS tasks—all in one place. Our uniquely open 
platform allows IT to consolidate SaaS systems, tailor Torii to their company’s evolving needs, and adopt best 
practices with ease. Now, IT can stay in the driver’s seat while securing their company’s sensitive data and 
empowering every stakeholder with the insights and actions they need. 
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https://www.toriihq.com/info/request-a-demo

